Local's Legal Aid Proves Its Value

Collaborative efforts to make the year-end holiday season a special time for everyone were on display at the Union’s Legal Aid Program. The program provides free legal assistance to members of the Union who face personal or workplace issues. Members of the Legal Aid Program work hard to ensure that all members receive the help they need.

Take It From Here...

Detroit, Mich.—Because of growing unemployment, Ford Local 666 isampaigning for 40 hours per week at 240 per week. The successful candidates will serve for the coming year in the local's top posts. (See voting machine line-up on back page.)

Every possible arrangement had been made by the Election Committee, headed by Michael Rekowsky and John Giannotti, to ensure every US Local 821 member a secret ballot. There will be 80 voting machines supervised by representatives of the cities and counties in which the vote is being held, and no unauthorized workers will be permitted to handle the ballots. Voting in a union election is at least a month of a city, with an election in the political elections.

GE's Christmas Bonus

UNEMPLOYMENT

Thousands Laid-off or on Rotation

New York City—Philip D. Hanrath, chairman of the board of General Electric, told the National Association of Manufacturers that if we don’t have more sales, get money, and the country is in for a "fearful economic and political dilemma." He said the evidence indicates unions will not necessarily go too far in their efforts to organize new industries and new workers.

The New York Times, in a dispatch to the New York Times in New York, reported that the government has been caught in the middle of a "fearful political and industrial dilemma." The government has been forced to take a stand on one side or the other, and the government has been forced to take a stand on both sides.

With the next wage rate to increase by 25 cents, the manufacturing process is more than 30 years old and union control over the process is reasserted. The increase is expected to improve the wages and working conditions in the process.

We Take 3.58 Raise Now, Will Catch Up Next March

State Releases Shocking Income Figures for Area

The state released shocking income figures for the area today, showing that the average income for the area is significantly lower than what had been expected. The figures were released by the state's Department of Labor, and they show that the average income for the area is nearly 30% lower than what had been expected.
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GE's CHRISTMAS BONUS
Two Thousand In Layoff
In Motor Department

GE's two thousand workers in the motor department have been notified that they will receive a Christmas bonus of $5 each. The bonus is being paid by General Electric Company to all employees in the motor department, and is in addition to the regular Christmas bonus of $10 previously announced.

Production Goes the Same Way As Purchasing — Down

With wages fixed and prices high, working people feel it is increasingly difficult to purchase the goods they need. As a result, the purchasing power of the working class is declining, which exacerbates the problem of unemployment.

GE's defense program continues

Despite the recent layoffs, GE's defense program continues to expand. The company has received numerous contracts for the production of military equipment.

LACK OF WORK CONTINUES IN CONTROL DEPT.

Following last week's meeting between union representatives and the top brass of Industrial Control, the company rescinded layoff notices of seven grades. A full staff is maintained although unemployment in Control continues high.

Top management should be kept on the alert. The union is prepared to act, if necessary, to ensure that management does not continue to lay off workers.

Second Weekend

Management was also taken to task for its handling of negotiations.

One union member stated, "The company should not only listen to our demands but should also take action to prevent layoffs."

Defence fund is set up

The GE Executive Board established a local defense fund for employees who are laid off. The fund will be used to provide financial assistance to those affected by layoffs.

His Vines Have Tender Grapes

GE is holding open house in the Schenectady Works for those employees who might feel that the work they are doing is not conducive to their well-being.
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